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ABSTRACT. Over the past century, scholars have identified examples of liturgical chant belonging to
more than oneWestern liturgical tradition, including Franco-Roman, Old Hispanic, Old Beneventan and
Milanese. In a seminal study, Kenneth Levy identified a set of offertories that circulate in the Franco-
Roman, Old Hispanic and Milanese traditions, arguing that all existing versions derive from an earlier,
Gallican tradition. This article expands the evidence for connections between the Franco-Roman and Old
Hispanic traditions, identifying nearly two dozen Franco-Roman responsories that are shared with the
Old Hispanic rite and may be of Gallican or Iberian origin. The diversity of their liturgical assignments
and circulation patterns suggests that the exchange of repertory took place at different times and through
different routes. Many of these responsories are assigned to the later layers of the Roman liturgy. Others
were added to the Old Hispanic liturgy between the eighth and tenth centuries.

Just over half of these responsories show enough melodic connections between the Franco-Roman
and Old Hispanic versions, in contour and melismatic density, to imply a shared melodic ancestor.
Each version, however, uses the formulas associated with its own tradition, indicating that the melodies
have been assimilated to the style and formulaic content of the receiving tradition. Despite the resulting
melodic differences, we identify certain commonalities between Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic chant,
such as text-setting strategies and common cadential contours, that facilitated the exchange of repertory.

Over the past century, scholars have identified examples of liturgical chant belonging
to more than one Western liturgical tradition, including Gregorian (hereafter
Franco-Roman), Old Hispanic, Old Beneventan and Milanese. In a seminal essay,
Kenneth Levy identified a set of offertories that circulate in the Franco-Roman, Old
Hispanic andMilanese traditions, arguing that all existing versions derive from an ear-
lier, Gallican tradition.1 The extent of these exchanges and their implications for the
early history of liturgical chant have not been fully explored. Here we expand the evi-
dence for connections between liturgical traditions, identifying nearly two dozen
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Franco-Roman responsories that are shared with the Old Hispanic rite and may be of
ultimate Gallican or Iberian origin. These chants can help to shed light on the nature of
liturgical and musical exchange in the early Middle Ages and the histories of the rites
to which they belong.

Levy’s decades-long exploration of chants shared by multiple traditions has pro-
vided important conceptual models for this work. His primary goals were to identify
surviving repertory from pre-Carolingian Gaul and to hypothesise about melodic
transmission before the widespread use of notation. Given the broad melodic consis-
tency in the early notated sources for the Roman Mass Proper, Levy proposed that
‘closemultiples’, chants that circulate inmore than one liturgical tradition, can provide
the best insights into the fixity or variability of the pre-Carolingian oral tradition.2

Perhaps most provocatively, he argued that the existing melodies allow us to recover
some Gallican musical substance.3

While our research owes much to Levy’s work, we adopt a different approach and
vantage point. Although some of the responsories we have identified may have orig-
inated in pre-Carolingian Gaul, discovering Gallican remnants is not our primary goal.
Indeed, it is rarely possible to establish secure origins or directions of borrowing for
these responsories. Instead, these shared responsories, almost all newly discovered,
serve as a departure point for exploring two questions: what can these chants tell us
about the nature of liturgical and musical exchange in early medieval Europe? And
what are their broader implications for the history of liturgy and chant? We also
hope to lay some conceptual groundwork for future research.

Identifying shared chants

To identify shared responsories, we began with texts. Using CANTUS4 and our own
compilation of Old Hispanic texts, we surveyed the entire responsory repertory.
This endeavour yielded many Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman responsories based
on the same passages of scripture. While these may be two versions of the same
chant text, it is also possible that they are different chants, independently chosen
from the same biblical source. To determine whether these were in fact the same
chant texts, we relied on their ‘centonate’ nature. Many responsory texts do not
come directly from scripture, but were rather compiled from different verses of a bib-
lical book and modified in various ways. In our most convincing examples, the Old
Hispanic and Franco-Roman texts abbreviate or alter the biblical source in identical
or very similar ways. In Induta est caro mea (Table 1), for example, both texts abbreviate
the biblical source, Job 7:5–7, in exactly the sameway, and both add theword ‘domine’,
which is not in the biblical source. InHic qui advenit (Table 2), both versions change the
meaning of the biblical source in identical ways. At the beginning, both substitute the
biblical ‘and he had a namewritten that no one knows’ for ‘hewho comes here, no one

2 Kenneth Levy, ‘On Gregorian Orality’, Journal of the American Musicological Society, 43 (1990), 185–227.
3 Levy, ‘Toledo, Rome’, 98–9.
4 http://cantus.uwaterloo.ca/
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knows his name’. Further alterations have been made at the end of the text. While the
Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic versions of Hic qui advenit have textual variants
(shown in boldface), their derivation from a common source is clear. Applying this
method, we identified twenty-two Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic responsories
that share textual origins. These are listed in Table 3, divided into groups according
to their liturgical use. Having identified these chants, we set out to position them
within the history of the liturgy, consider their patterns of circulation, and assess
melodic relationships between the different versions.

Liturgical groupings and manuscript circulation

Liturgical assignments and patterns of circulation offer the primary evidence for the
history of these chants. Within the Roman liturgy, many of the shared responsories
are associated with late sixth- and seventh-century liturgical developments, allowing
us to place some exchange of repertory among these relatively late layers. As shown in
Table 3, the majority of the temporale chants fall into two parts of the liturgical year:
Advent (group A) and Holy Week (group B).5 Advent is widely considered the final

Table 1. Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic versions of Induta est caro mea

Franco-Roman text Old Hispanic text Job 7:5–7

Induta est caro mea putre-
dine, et sordibus pulveris
cutis mea aruit et con-
tracta est

Induta est caro mea putre-
dine et sordibus pulveris
cutis mea aruit et con-
tracta est

[5] Induta est caro mea putredine et sordi-
bus pulveris cutis mea aruit et contracta
est [6] diesmei velocius transierunt quam
a texente tela succiditur et consumpti
sunt absque ulla spe [7] memento quia
ventus est vita mea et non revertetur
oculus meus ut videat bona

memento mei domine quia
ventus est vita mea.

memento mei domine quia
ventus est vita mea

Table 2. Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic versions of Hic qui advenit

Franco-Roman text Old Hispanic text Revelation 19:12–14, excerpts

Hic qui advenit
nemo nobit nomen eius, nisi
ipse solus

Hic qui advenit
nemo scit nomen ejus nisi
ipse solus

habens nomen scriptum quod
nemo novit
nisi ipse et vestitus erat vestem aspersam
sanguine et

vocatur
verbum domini
et habet vestem
preclara et omnis
chorus sanctorum cum
hymnis sequuntur eum

vocatur
verbum dei
habens vestem praeclaram
et omnis chorus angelorum
in albis sequuntur illum

vocatur nomen eius
verbum dei
et exercitus qui sunt in caelo sequebantur
eum in equis albis vestiti byssinum album
mundum

5 For the Old Hispanic tradition, we have included St Romani, celebrated during Advent, with Advent
rather than the sanctorale, because this Office has Advent themes that explain the chant’s dual sanctorale
and temporale use.
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Table 3. Responsories shared by the Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman traditions, grouped by liturgical assignments

Responsory
Old Hispanic/Gregorian/Old Roman
liturgical assignment

In Orationale
of Verona? Circulation beyond Iberia

Franco-Roman and
Old Roman mode
and type melodies

Group A: Advent/Christmas
Egredietur Dominus de
Samaria

I Sunday Advent/II Sunday Advent Y Very common in CAO;a in Old Roman Greg: 3 or (rarely) 8
OR: E

Aspiciebam III Sunday Advent; S. Eulalia/I
Sunday Advent (occasionally II
Advent)

Y Very common in CAO; in Old Roman Greg: 6 or 6T
OR: F

Bethleem civitas S. Mary/III Sunday Advent Y Very common in CAO; in Old Roman Greg: 7
OR: G

Ecce dominus veniet S. Romani/III Sunday Advent N Very common in CAO; noOldRoman
version

Greg: 5
Frere’s 5g

Me oportet St John Baptist/IV Sunday Advent,
conversio Pauli

N Very common in CAO; in Old Roman Greg: 3
OR: D
Frere’s 3a

Hic qui advenit Circumcision/Christmas octave,
Sunday after Christmas,
Christmas Day

Y Very common in CAO; noOldRoman
version

Greg: 3 or 7

Sanctificamini hodie Christmas Vigil N Very common in CAO; in Old Roman Greg: 7
OR: G
Frere’s 7k

Group B: Holy Week assignments in Franco-Roman liturgy
Animam meam dilectam Old Hispanic A: Tuesday Lent V,

Old Hispanic B: Monday Holy Week
Gregorian: Good Friday (very rarely:
Palm Sunday, or Thurs or Wed of
Holy Week)

Y Limited presence in CAO: C,b E,c D,d

and Fe

No Old Roman version

Greg: 8 (6T once)

Conclusit vias meas Old Hispanic A: Friday IV Lent
Old Hispanic B: Monday Holy Week
Greg: Palm Sunday or Monday in
Holy Week

Old Roman: Palm Sunday

Y Very common in CAO Greg: 6 or 8
OR: F
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Contumelias Old Hispanic B only: various Lenten
weekdays

Greg: Wed of HW
Old Roman: Palm Sunday

N Very common in CAO;
text also circulates as Milanese
offertory

Greg: 7
OR: G

Deus Israhelf Old Hispanic Saturday Lent V
Greg: Tuesday Holy Week
Old Roman: Palm Sunday

Y Greg: 8
OR G

Facta est lingua Old Hispanic B only: Tuesday V Lent
Greg/Old Roman: Maundy Thursday

N One CAO source (Compiègne
antiphoner

c.860–880); in Old Roman

OR: D

Omnes amici mei Old Hispanic B only;g Wed of Week 4
in Lent

Gregorian and Old Roman: Good
Friday

N Very common in CAO; also in
Milanese tradition; no Old Roman
version

Greg: 3 (8 once)
OR: E
Frere’s 3a

Tradiderunt Old Hispanic A: Good Friday
Old Hispanic B: Wed Week V Lent
Greg: Good Friday

N Very common in CAO; noOldRoman
version

Greg: 6

Viri impii Old Hispanic A: TuesWeek IV in Lent
Old Hispanic B: Sunday Week V
Greg: Monday of Holy Week or Palm
Sunday

Old Roman: Palm Sunday

Y Very common in CAO Greg: 1
OR: D

Group C: Other Lenten assignments
Salus nostra Litanies/II Sunday Lent N Very common in CAO; noOldRoman

version
Greg: 2

Induta Saturday of I Lent
Greg/Old Roman: De Iob series

N Very common in CAO; in Old Roman Greg: 8
OR: G

Misit dominus angelum Monday of Week 5 Lent/De prophetiis
series

Y Very common in CAO; noOldRoman
version

Greg: 5

Scio domine Monday of Holy Week/De Iob series Y Somewhat limited: 7 geographically
diverse CAO MSS; in Old Roman

Greg: 6, 6T, 8
OR: G

Group D: Sanctorale and other assignments
Famulo meo S. Aemelianus/various N 5 CAO MSS (C, E, V,h H, R) some-

what limited in later MSS; in Old
Roman

Greg: 7
OR: G
Frere 7a

(Continued)
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Table 3. Continued.

Responsory
Old Hispanic/Gregorian/Old Roman
liturgical assignment

In Orationale
of Verona? Circulation beyond Iberia

Franco-Roman and
Old Roman mode
and type melodies

Oranti/Orantibus Dedication festival N Limited circulation 2 CAO MSS (E,
Si): and a handful of later ones. No
Old Roman version

Variable: 8, 1, or 4

Vir iste De uno iusto/St Andrew N Very common in CAO; in Old Roman

aHesbert’s index of early office manuscripts, Corpus antiphonalium officii (Rome, 1963–79).
b‘Compiègne’, Paris, BnF lat. 17436 (c.860–880).
cIvrea, Bibl. Cap. 106 (11th cent.).
d‘Saint-Denis’, Paris, BnF lat. 17296 (12th cent.).
e‘Saint-Maur-les-Fosses’, Paris BnF lat. 12584.
fWe have included this chant because its HolyWeek assignment places it in a group of compelling instances of shared Gregorian andOldHispanic texts. In contrast to the others, however, it
is not the strongest example of a textual connection between the two traditions. The two versions are nearly identical textually, but based closely on the psalter with few modifications.
gLeón 8 (tradition A) has an Old Hispanic antiphon for Wednesday of Holy Week with a related but much shorter text.
hVerona, Bibl. Cap. MS XCVIII.
i‘Silos’, London, BL add. 30850.
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season added to the Roman calendar, dating, at the earliest, from the later sixth cen-
tury; in Gaul, it probably emerged in the later sixth century.6 The Roman Dedication
feast (in group D), associated with the re-dedication of Pantheon in 609, is believed
to be the last festival supplied with a proper set of Mass chants, although the origins
of its Office chants have not been so precisely pinpointed. Holy Thursday is also a
seventh-century accrual in Rome.7 The two responsories from the De Iob series in
group C (Induta and Scio) have been associated with an eighth-century revision of
the night office lectionary.8 From the Iberian perspective, two of the responsories in
the sanctorale (group D) are also associated with seventh-century festivals: the Old
Hispanic Marian festival (December 18), instituted in 656,9 and St Aemilianus.10

These seventh-century dates can serve as a terminus post quem for the exchange of
repertory, though not necessarily as firm dates for the chants themselves.

To define histories and possible points of origin for these responsories, it is helpful
to consider when they first appear and their patterns of circulation. Our chants were
probably incorporated into the Old Hispanic repertory at different times. Just over
half are in the earliest witness to the Old Hispanic repertory: the Orationale of
Verona (OV), a prayer book with chant incipits written into the margins.11 The manu-
script itself dates from before 732, and its contents are believed to date from the late
seventh century.12 In its repertory and liturgical arrangement, the OV’s repertory is
very similar to that of the tenth-century León, Cathedral Library MS (hereafter L8).13

Half the responsories under consideration, then, are present in this core layer of the
Old Hispanic repertory. Four of the responsories that do not appear in OV (Ecce

6 Andreas Pfisterer, Cantilena Romana: Untersuchungen zur Überlieferung des gregorianischen Chorals
(Paderborn, 2002), 219–21, places Roman Advent in the second half of the sixth century. Joseph
Dyer suggests a later date in ‘Advent and the antiphonale missarum’, Études gregoriennes, 36 (2009),
101–29. Both authors rely on the absence of Advent in the Leonine Sacramentary, but Dyer places this
sacramentary in the late sixth century. McKinnon proposed a late seventh-century date in The Advent
Project: The Late-Seventh-Century Creation of the Roman Mass Proper (Berkeley, 2000), a view convincingly
challenged by both Dyer and Pfisterer. See also Pfisterer, ‘James McKinnon und die Datierung des
Gregorianischen. Chorals’, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, 85 (2001), 31–53. Dyer’s summary of the
Gallican church council evidence suggests that Advent emerged in the sixth century in Gaul.

7 Between 645 and 680. Pfisterer, Cantilena Romana, 218; McKinnon, Advent Project, 366.
8 Brad Maiani, ‘Readings and Responsories: The Eighth-Century Night Office Lectionary and the
Responsoria Prolixa’, Journal of Musicology, 16 (1998), 254–82.

9 Kati Ihnat, ‘Mary as Bride in the Old Hispanic Office: Liturgical and Theological Trends’, Mediaeval
Studies, 78 (2016), 65–123.

10 Aemilian’s cult was solidified with the vita composed by Braulio of Saragossa in the 630s. See Sancti
Braulionis Caesaraugustani Episcopi Vita S. Emiliani, ed. Luis Vázquez de Parga (Madrid, 1943).

11 The prayers are thematically based on the chants, hence the chants are the conceptual framework for the
OV, though it is unclear whether they were written by the same hand.

12 Verona, Biblioteca Capit. Cod. LXXXIX. Edition: José Vives, Oracional visigótico (Barcelona, 1946).
Manuel C. Díaz y Díaz, ‘La fecha de implantacion del oracional festivo’, Boletín arqueológico órgano de
la Real Sociedad Arqueológica Tarraconense, 71–2 (1971), 216–43. On the dating of the manuscript and its
contents, see Manuel C. Díaz y Díaz, ‘Consideraciones sobre el oracional visigótico de Verona’, in
Petrarca, Verona e l’Europa, Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi (Verona, 19–23 settembre 1991), ed.
Giuseppe Billanovich and Giuseppe Frasso (Padua, 1997), 13–29.

13 Louis Brou, ‘Le joyau des antiphonaires latins’, Archivos Leoneses: Revista de Estudios Y Documentación de
Los Reinos Hispano-Occidentales, 15 (1954), 11–13;W.S. Porter, ‘Studies on theMozarabic Office’, Journal of
Theological Studies, 35 (1934), 266–86.
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dominus, Induta, Deus Israhel and Misit dominus) are omitted as a simple result of litur-
gical structure: they would not have been followed by a prayer, and hence are not cued
in OV. The rest of the liturgical unit to which they belong, called a missa, is present in
OV, attesting to their probable use in OV’s liturgical tradition.14 The Good Friday
Office (Tradiderunt) is omitted from OV, suggesting that its liturgical activities were
supplied from another book. Another five responsories, however, are probable later
additions to the Old Hispanic liturgy, made between the early eighth century, when
OV was copied, and the tenth century, the date of L8.15 Me oportet belongs to a
missa for John the Baptist that is not in the OV but appears in L8 and is thus either a
later or a regional accrual. Sanctificami hodie was part of a special terce held on the
vigil of Christmas that is not in the OV. Famulo meo, Vir iste andOranti are for probable
later feasts that are not provided for in the OV: the Dedication, St Aemilian and the
Common of a Just Man. These five chants allow us to place some of the liturgical
exchange with the Franco-Roman liturgy between the early eighth and mid-tenth cen-
turies. The assignment of these Old Hispanic responsories to both core and probable
later liturgical layers indicates a diverse history.

Three Holy Week responsories (Facta est lingua, Contumelias and Omnes amici)
appear neither in the OV nor in León 8, but may be found in a different branch of
the Old Hispanic rite, commonly called Tradition B. In comparison with the early
Old Hispanic manuscripts, all from the northern Christian kingdoms, Tradition B pre-
serves a different (but overlapping) repertory of office chants, with a different (but
related) melodic tradition.16 Office chants for Tradition B, which survive only for
Lent and part of Easter Week, are preserved in a single fourteenth-century manuscript
from Toledo, Madrid, BN 10.110. Though there are no early witnesses to this branch of
the liturgy and little is known about its history, it was probably practised in the south-
ern part of the Iberian Peninsula.17

Our responsories are also diverse from the Franco-Roman perspective. As shown in
Table 3, column 4, five have a limited circulation. While four of these are witnessed in
the Franco-Roman liturgy by the late ninth century, appearing in the Compiègne anti-
phoner (Paris, BnF lat. 17436; siglum C), their circulation patterns suggest diverse

14 A missa has two antiphons, an alleluiaticus and a responsory, each usually followed by a prayer.
However, the responsory of a single missa or the final missa of the feast is usually not followed by a
prayer. Expansions to the matutinum office in post-OV manuscripts typically involved the addition
of a full missa.

15 On the date of L8, see, most recently, Carmen Julia Gutiérrez, ‘Librum de auratum conspice pinctum.
Sobre la datación y la procedencia del Antifonario de León’, Revista de Musicología, 43 (2020), 19–75.

16 See, inter alia, Emma Hornby and Rebecca Maloy, Music and Meaning in Old Hispanic Lenten Chants:
Psalmi, Threni, and the Easter Vigil Canticles (Woodbridge, 2013), 303–14; and Don M. Randel, The
Responsorial Psalm Tones for the Mozarabic Office (Princeton, 1969).

17 Jordi Pinell, ‘El problema de las dos tradiciones del antiguo rito hispánico. Valoración documental de la
Tradición B en vistas a una eventual revisión del ordinario de la Misa Mozarábe’, in Liturgía y müsica
mozarábes: ponencias y comunicaciones presentadas al I Congreso Internacional de Estudios Mozárabes,
Toledo, 1975 (Toledo, 1978), 3–44; Philippe Roisse, ‘Célébrait-on les offices liturgiques en arabe dans
l’Occident musulman? Etude, édition et traduction d’un Capitulare Evangeliorum arabe (Munich,
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Cod. Aumer 238)’, in ¿Existe una identidad mozárabe?, ed. Cyrille Aillet,
Mayte Penelas, and Philippe Roisse (Madrid, 2008).
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histories.Animam meam dilectam (Good Friday) is found in only four of the twelve anti-
phoners compiled inCorpus antiphonalium officii (CAO), and its circulation in laterman-
uscripts is also limited.18 Famulo meo is present in four CAO manuscripts and in just
fifteen Franco-Roman antiphoners indexed in CANTUS.19 Orantibus first appears in
the eleventh century, with a very limited later dissemination.20 Finally, Facta est lingua
(Holy Thursday) has perhaps the oddest circulation, appearing only in Compiègne (no
later CAO or CANTUS manuscripts), in the twelfth-century Old Roman antiphoner
Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, San Pietro B79, and in OldHispanic Tradition B.

Further diversity among these responsories is evident in the absence of seven of
them in the Old Roman antiphoners, copied in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
These chants are distributed across the liturgical groupings. Some of them may have
once circulated in Rome and later fell out of use there. For example, the presence of
Hic qui advenit among responsories for the Christmas Vigil in Ordo Romanus XII indi-
cates its presence in late eighth- or early ninth-century Rome.21 Othersmay be Frankish
compositions, added after the reception of Roman chant in Francia.

Given the use of all twenty-two responsories in the Old Hispanic liturgy, however,
it is plausible that some of themwere taken into the Franco-Roman liturgy from Iberia
or pre-Carolingian Gaul. Theodore Karp proposed a Gallican origin for Conclusit (for
Palm Sunday), citing, among other things, its use of the pes stratus andmelodic connec-
tions with chants thought to be Gallican.22Manuel Pedro Ferreira, however, posited an
Iberian origin for Conclusit. The Old Hispanic text is much longer than the
Franco-Roman one, and the shorter Franco-Roman text contains a change from singu-
lar to plural that is only explicable with reference to the longer, Old Hispanic text, indi-
cating the chronological priority of the Old Hispanic text.23 Lengthy texts such as
Conclusit are, in fact, far more typical of Old Hispanic responsories. Two other respon-
sories under consideration, Aspiciebam and Tradiderunt, also have longer Old Hispanic
texts –much longer in the case of Tradiderunt. If these responsories have Old Hispanic
origins, perhaps they were shortened to conform to a more typical Franco-Roman
responsory and to fit a typical periodic structure of musical phrases, discussed
below.24 In the Old Roman manuscripts, these responsories correspond to the

18 It appears, for example, in only thirty-four manuscripts currently indexed in the CANTUS database
(accessed September 2021).

19 Accessed September 2021.
20 Many of the manuscripts indexed in CANTUS that contain this chant are Franciscan.
21 Michel Andrieu, ed., Les Ordines Romani du haut moyen âge, Spicilegium sacrum Louvaniense, 5 vols.

(Louvain, 1931–61), 2: 460.
22 Theodore Karp, Aspects of Orality and Formularity in Gregorian Chant (Evanston, 1998), 213–22.
23 Manuel Pedro Ferreira, ‘The Lamentation of Asterix: Conclusit vias meas inimicus’, in Medieval Sacred

Chant from Japan to Portugal, ed. Manuel Pedro Ferreira (Lisbon, 2008), 125–58; idem, ‘Conclusit vias
meas inimicus: un répons wisigothique en Gaule’, Cahiers de civilisation médiévale, 58 (2015), 231–8; and
idem, ‘Pervivencia y reconstrucción de un responsorio del Antifonario de León’, in El canto mozárabe y
su entorno: Estudios sobre la música de la liturgía viejo hispánica, ed. Ismael Fernández de la Cuesta
(Madrid, 2013), 489–502.

24 On the Carolingian ‘editing’ of chant texts, see inter alia Susan Rankin, ‘Beyond the Boundaries of
Roman-Frankish Chant: Alcuin’s De laude dei and Other Early Medieval Sources of Office Chants’, in
City, Chant, and the Topography of Early Music, ed. Michael Scott Cuthbert et al. (Cambridge, MA,
2013), 229–62.
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Franco-Roman text rather than the Old Hispanic one, with the much shorter versions
of Tradiderunt and Conclusit. Ferreira thus proposed that Conclusit travelled from Iberia
to Gaul and then to Rome. The repertory, however, is diverse: Bethleem civitas has a lon-
ger Franco-Roman text.

Three of our responsories, Ecce dominus veniet, Egredietur and Bethleem civitas,
appear in a late eighth- or ninth-century fragment, copied by Irish scribes, that reflects
a blend of Gallican and Roman traits: Paris, BnF lat. 1628.25 The presence of these
responsories in this liturgical tradition does not necessarily mean that they are
Gallican, since many of its chants also circulate in the Roman liturgy. Where there
are substantial textual variants between the Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman versions
(Bethleem civitas and Egredietur), the texts of lat. 1628 match the Franco-Roman ones
rather than the Old Hispanic, hinting at a closer connection with Rome. The circulation
of these three responsories in lat. 1628 nonetheless attests to an early use of these
responsories beyond Iberia, within a liturgical tradition that was only partly
Romanised.

The diversity of these chants precludes proposing a single point of origin or direc-
tion of transmission. While an Iberian or Gallican origin seems likely for some, we
know far too little about the Gallican chant repertory to posit which is more likely.
Indeed, as noted, some of the responsories under consideration appear to be late adop-
tions into the OldHispanic rite. Whywere these chants exchanged between traditions?
Ferreira suggested that Conclusit was added to the Franco-Roman liturgy because the
Roman liturgy did not provide a full set of responsories for Palm Sunday.26 Such a
hypothesis is consistent with the placement of these responsories among the later litur-
gical layers. All these occasionswere nonethelesswell established in the Roman liturgy
by the time of the Carolingian liturgical reforms, and thus a Roman origin cannot be
categorically ruled out. In sum, the liturgical evidence does not allow us to securely
posit a point of origin or a direction of borrowing for any specific chant. Given their
diverse histories and circulation, these responsories likely reflect different points of
contact between liturgical traditions and different directions of flow.

Melodies

Our next step was to determine whether the exchange of responsories between rites
involved only texts or whether it may also have included melodies. To explore this
question, we assessed the melodic relationships between different versions and then
considered the degree to which these melodies are typical within each tradition.
Cases of melodic borrowing examined in previous research have shown that the trans-
fer of a melody from one tradition to another can result in melodic changes,

25 Edited in GermainMorin, ‘Fragments inédits et jusqu’a present uniques d’antiphonaire gallicain’, Revue
bénedictine, 22 (1905), 329–56. On the blend of Gallican and Roman elements, see inter alia Peter Jeffery,
‘Eastern andWestern Elements in the IrishMonastic Prayer of the Hours’, in The Divine Office in the Latin
Middle Ages: Methodology, Source Studies, Regional Developments, Hagiography, ed. Margot Fassler and
Rebecca Baltzer (New York, 2000), 99–143.

26 Ferreira, ‘The Lamentation of Asterix’.
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particularly when it was disseminated before the widespread use of notation. When
singers adopted a ‘foreign’ chant into their tradition, they had to negotiate differences
in melodic style and formulaic content. Comparing the same chant across multiple tra-
ditions has given scholars snapshots of how these processes worked. Chants with no
discernible melodic similarity between the traditions might suggest that only the texts,
not the melodies, were adopted into the new tradition. In some cases, such as the Old
Roman Easter Vigil tracts, imported from the Frankish north, themelodies retained the
same shape that they had in the lending tradition.27 More often, however, borrowed
chants were assimilated to the style of the new tradition. For example, the Veterem
hominem antiphons, adopted by Frankish cantors from Byzantium, made their way
to Rome, where they were assimilated to Old Roman style.28 Similar processes took
place in exchanges between the Milanese, Old Beneventan and Franco-Roman tradi-
tions. As Levy remarked, ‘chant dialects impose their own style on whatever materials
they contain’.29

In our analyses of these melodies, we have adopted a multifaceted approach. First,
we have compared the Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman versions of each individual
chant. Though they are not our main focus, we have also incorporated the Old
Roman melodies where available. Because the Old Hispanic melodies are preserved
in neumes that show contour but not specific pitches, identifying common melodic
content poses special challenges. Comparative melodic analyses of chants common
to the Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman traditions have thus been rare, and typically
limited to characterisations such as ‘broadly related’. To compare melodic contour
more precisely, we gave each note a label that reflects its contour in relation to the pre-
vious note: N=unknown, H=higher, L=lower, S=same, U=same or higher, and
D=same or lower. While this method has allowed us to assess contour relationships
accurately, it also has limitations. The similarity between different versions of amelody
may well have resided in tonal structure rather than contour. Franco-Roman and Old
Romanmelodies, for example, are often similar inmode, range, recitational and caden-
tial pitches, and general contour, but differ greatly in localised, note-for-note contours.
Because tonal structure is not indicated by the Old Hispanic neumes, however, the
only points of comparison are melodic density (number of notes per syllable) and
localised contours. Despite its limitations, this analysis has revealed some probable
shared melodic content in the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic versions.

To contextualise these comparisons, it was essential to have a broad understanding
of how Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman responsories work and to position each
responsory within this framework. Each version of every chant under consideration

27 Inter alia, McKinnon, Advent Project, 222–5.
28 EdwardNowacki, ‘Constantinople–Aachen–Rome: The Transmission ofVeterem hominem’, inDemusica

et cantu: Studien zur Geschichte der Kirchenmusik und der Oper: Helmut Hucke zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Peter
Cahn and Ann-Katrin Heimer (Hildeshiem, 1993), 95–115.

29 Kenneth Levy, ‘The Italian Neophytes’Chants’, Journal of the AmericanMusicological Society, 23/2 (1970),
181–227, at 210. See also, inter alia, Luisa Nardini, ‘Aliens in Disguise: Byzantine and Gallican Chants in
the Latin Liturgy’, Plainsong and Medieval Music, 16 (2007), 45–172; James Borders, ‘The Northern Italian
antiphons ante evangelium and the Gallican connection’, Journal of Musicological Research, 8 (1988), 1–53.
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employs formulaic material from its own tradition. Franco-Roman responsories are
built, to varying degrees, from standard melodic formulas, ranging from the complete
type melodies identified by Frere and Holman to individual melodies that use formu-
laic material mostly at cadences.30 Their most consistent characteristic is a periodic
structure: each period consists of two phrases, structured around cadences with con-
trasting pitches.31 These cadential goal pitches are the genre’s fundamental structural
principle, determining which standard elements are used and where. In the responso-
ries of Paris, BnF lat. 12044, Katherine Helsen identified the series of cadences that are
most closely associated with each mode, forming standard tonal routes and cadential
‘roadmaps’.32

Although the Old Hispanic responsories use standard verse tones, complete
melodic types are not discernible in the responsories themselves. Standard neume pat-
terns, however, appear at verbal caesuras, allowing us to identify cadential neume
combinations and contours. Often, we find sets of standard neumes at phrase openings
as well. In Egredietur dominus de Samaria (Example 1), all neume combinations marked
with ‘C’ occur at cadential points throughout the Old Hispanic repertory, and all neu-
mes labelled ‘O’ are standard opening elements.33 The Old Hispanic responsories may

Example 1. Egredietur dominus de Samaria, Old Hispanic (León 8, fol. 138r). (colour online)

30 Walter Howard Frere, Antiphonale Sarisburiense: A Reproduction in Facsimile of a Manuscript of the
Thirteenth Century with a Dissertation and Analytical Index (Farnborough, 1966); Hans-Jørgen Holman,
‘The Responsoria Prolixa of the Codex Worcester F 160’, Ph.D. diss., Indiana University (1961).

31 Peter Wagner, Einführung in die Gregorianischen Melodien; ein Handbuch der Choralkunde, vol. 3 (Leipzig,
1921), 331; Andreas Pfisterer, ‘Skizzen zu einer gregorianischen Formenlehre’, Archiv für
Musikwissenschaft, 63 (2006), 145–61.

32 Katherine Helsen, ‘The Great Responsories of the Divine Office: Aspects of Structure and Transmission’,
Ph.D. diss., Regensburg University (2001).

33 On Old Hispanic cadences, see Randel, The Responsorial Psalm Tones. Nils Nadeau’s ‘modal signatures’
are discussed in ‘“Pro sonorum diversitate vel novitiate”: The Singing of Scripture in theHispano-Visigothic
VotiveMasses’, Ph.D. diss., Cornell University (2000). See also EmmaHornbyandRebeccaMaloy,Music
and Meaning in Old Hispanic Lenten Chants: Psalmi, Threni and the Easter Vigil Canticles (Woodbridge,
2013); Rebecca Maloy, Songs of Sacrifice: Chant, Identity, and Christian Formation in Early Medieval Iberia
(New York, 2020), 109–29; Raquel Rojo Carillo, Text, Liturgy, and Music in the Old Hispanic Rite: The
Vespertinus Genre (New York, 2021), 233–6. On openings, see Emma Hornby and Rebecca Maloy,
‘Melodic Dialects in Old Hispanic Chant’, Plainsong and Medieval Music, 26 (2014), 37–72; David
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well have used complete standard phrases, but the sequences of unpitched neumes do
not allow us to identify them.

The Franco-Roman versions of our responsories show a spectrum of standard and
non-standard material, typical of the genre as a whole. Five use the complete melodic
types identified in previous scholarship (see Table 3, col. 5); the others mix standard
and non-standard elements. Standard materials are found even in some of most plau-
sible candidates for Iberian or Gallican origin, such as Tradiderunt (Good Friday). This
responsory uses many elements commonly associated with sixth-mode responsories,
as shown in Helsen’s analysis of Paris, BnF lat. 12044 (Example 2). In Helsen’s label-
ling, each formulaic element is designated by its cadential pitch and its frequency of
usewithin thatmode. For example, f2 is the second-most commonly used element end-
ing on F inmode 6. (This particular chant is transposed to end on c in BnF lat. 12044, but
the labelling remains the same.34) These responsories, then, sound much like other
Franco-Roman responsories, suggesting that they were assimilated to a familiar
melodic language. This particular melody, in fact, shows no discernible melodic con-
nection to the Old Hispanic version.

Example 2. Tradiderunt, Paris 12044 (from Helsen, Great Responsories, appendix, 156).

Hiley, ‘Office Responsories in the León Antiphoner: Are They All ‘Original’ Melodies?’, in El canto
mozárabe y su entorno: Estudios sobre la música de la liturgía viejo hispánica, ed. Ismael Fernández de la
Cuesta (Madrid, 2013), 405–12.

34 In Helsen’s labelling system (‘Great Responsories’, 59–60), the standard elements can exhibit differences,
as do the two here labelled f2. She has broadly categorised these according to range, characteristic
melodic gestures or figures, and the important pitches emphasised by these gestures. Here, both formu-
las labelled f2 circle between d and f before reaching c.
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Although these formulas permeate all Franco-Roman responsories under consider-
ation, some of our responsories are unusual in another respect: they depart from the
typical periodic structure of the genre and the cadential ‘roadmaps’ established by
Helsen. A typical responsory has three melodic periods, each consisting of two
phrases. In a typical structure, the two phrases that comprise the first period end,
respectively, on a pitch other than the final, followed by a period ending on the final
or a common substitute pitch. The second period often has a cadence on the final, fol-
lowed by one on a contrasting pitch. The final period has a cadence on a contrasting
pitch, followed by one on the final.35

Many of the Franco-Roman responsories considered here lack this periodic struc-
ture. One reason may be their atypically long texts. As Andreas Pfisterer has shown,
longer responsory texts are often accommodated through added phrases within a
period.36 Some of our chants, however, altogether lack the expected patterns of con-
trasting cadences. Induta, for example, begins in the expected way in BnF lat. 12044’s
typical version, with a cadence on F, a common tonal goal for the first phrase in
mode 8.37 Every other cadence, however, is on the final G, as Helsen’s analysis
shows (Example 3). A contrasting pitch would be particularly expected at the penulti-
mate cadence (‘ventus est’). Contumelias (see Example 6a) is at odds with the expected
cadential sequences of mode 7, with frequent cadences on the final and without the
expected contrasting cadence at phrases 1 and 4.38 In both chants, the repeated
cadences on the same pitch make a typical periodic structure difficult to discern.

Viri impii (Example 4) represents an intermediate position between these anoma-
lous melodies and the most typical of the group. Helsen’s prototypical cadence

Example 3. Induta, Franco-Roman, Pa 12044 (from Helsen, Great Responsories, appendix, 142).

35 See Peter Wagner, Einführung in die gregorianischen Melodien, 3 (Leipzig, 1921), 331.
36 Andreas Pfisterer, ‘Skizzen zu einer gregorianischen Formenlehre’, Archiv für Musikwissenschaft,

64 (2006), 145–61.
37 The same tonal structure was found among a sampling of twenty different versions of the melody.
38 The cadences leading up to the end of Contumelias can serve as tonal goals in mode-7 responsories, but

the sequence of pitches (d, c, b) in these positions is atypical. The most typical cadence sequence for the
end of a seventh-mode responsory is b–F–G. Helsen, ‘Great Responsories’, 225.
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sequence for mode 1 is A–D–D–F–C–D.39 Taking the major text divisions of Viri impii
as a guide, we can posit eight phrases in three hypothetical periods, each ending on the
final (Table 4).With this interpretation of the chant’s structure, the first and last periods
have three phrases rather than the standard two, and several unusual characteristics
emerge. The first phrase of the second period ends on a, rather than the typical final;
a occurs in this position fewer than ten times among 212 first-mode responsories in
BnF lat. 12044.40 The close of the second period on the final, rather than on a contrasting
pitch, characterises only thirty first-mode responsories; a penultimate cadence on a is
found in only twenty-three.41 Thus, while Viri impii may be fitted within an expected
periodic framework more easily than Induta or Contumelias, it does not conform to the
structural expectations of the genre in mode 1. Similar traits are discernible in several
other responsories of our group.

It is difficult to know what to make of these anomalies, which cannot be fully
explained by the exceptionally long texts. Since these responsories circulate in the

Example 4. Viri impii, Franco-Roman, Pa 12044 (from Helsen, Great Responsories, appendix, 147).

39 Helsen, ‘Great Responsories’, 90–6.
40 As indicated by its absence at this position in Helsen’s roadmap. Helsen, ‘Great Responsories’, 95.
41 In a few versions of the melody, this phrase (‘et rei facti sunt’) is transposed down a fifth to end on D,

which is also anomalous, a transposition mentioned by John of Afflighem. See the translation in
Hucbald, Guido, and John on Music: Three Medieval Treatises, trans. Warren Babb (New Haven, 1978), 155.
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Old Hispanic liturgy, it is tempting to see their atypical traits as possible markers of
‘foreign’ origin. Induta and Viri impii, however, show no correspondence to the Old
Hispanic versions. Even inContumelias (discussed later), there are too few contour sim-
ilarities to hypothesise that the Franco-Roman tonal structure reflects that of a putative
Iberian or Gallican ancestor. It is possible, however, that the unusual traits of the
Franco-Roman versions arose through attempts to absorb a stylistically unfamiliar
chant into the repertory. A few of the other Franco-Roman responsories in the group
have conflicting modal assignments (see Table 3, col. 5), perhaps further attesting to
such difficulty. Conclusit presents extensive tonal difficulties, as Karp and Ferreira
have shown.42

Relationships between the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic melodies

Because these responsories use melodic formulas, we would expect the Old Hispanic,
Franco-Roman and Old Roman melodies to differ according to the stylistic tendencies
of each tradition. In every responsory under consideration, such differences between
the versions are pervasive. Points of melodic similarity are nonetheless discernible
in just over half of the melodies (Table 5). For the ten responsories in column 1, the
divergences between the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic versions are often substan-
tial enough to suggest different origins for the two melodies. The remaining chants
have passages of similarity between the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic melodies,
either in melodic density only (col. 2), or contour and melodic density (col. 3).

Howwe understand these similarities depends in part on how each version relates
to the characteristic formulaicism within its tradition. When the similar passages coin-
cide with non-formulaic parts of the melody, they may indicate traces of a common
melodic ancestor. When they coincide with material that is formulaic in one or both
versions, this, too, could point to a shared origin, but may also highlight general com-
monalities between Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman chant. In fact, the use of identical
(or nearly identical) texts in these responsories uniquely positions us to identify
melodic vocabulary and text-setting strategies common to more than one chant
tradition.

Table 4. Hypothetical period structure in Viri impii

Period 1 2 3

Phrase 1
iniuste

2
vivum

3
terra

4
mittamus

5
malum

6
sapientiam

7
sunt

8
suis

Cadence D G D A D D a D

42 Karp and Ferreira have each offered different reconstructions of the original chant, with Ferreira’s being
the more persuasive. The chant is difficult to reconstruct without an augmented fourth, and it is tempt-
ing to hear the extended tonal range of this hauntingly beautiful melody, in his reconstruction, as an
expression of the text’s pathos. The other responsories examined here do not display these kinds of dif-
ficulties. See Karp, Aspects of Orality, 213–22; Ferreira, ‘Lamentation of Asterix’, 150.
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In the following case studies, we consider the responsories in Table 5, columns 2
and 3, in a kind of thought experiment. Our goal is not to ‘recover’ a shared ancestor
and neither can we securely establish the chronological priority of one version over
another in most cases. Rather, we hope to open new methodological possibilities for
exploring what these cognate chants can tell us about the similarities and differences
between the two chant traditions and the transformations that took place in the course
of borrowing. Each of these responsories is different in nuanced ways, opening up a
different set of possibilities. For most of the Old Hispanic melodies, L8 serves as our
primary source. Copied in the tenth century, it is the earliest complete manuscript of
Old Hispanic chant and the only one to preserve most of our chants. As noted, the
thirteenth- or fourteenth-century Toledan manuscript Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional
10.110 represents a separate branch of the rite (Tradition B) and presents very different
versions of the melodies. Since it is the only source for a handful of our chants, we
consider it as needed. For the Franco-Roman tradition, we have selected a pitched
manuscript to provide the most complete information about contour. Additional
manuscripts, examples and complete chants are provided in an online supplement.43

Although our primary questions centre on the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic tradi-
tions, we incorporate the Old Roman versions in a few cases to illustrate commonalities
across all three traditions.

In our first set of examples, similarities of contour and density are manifest primar-
ily in formulaic material, allowing us to identify formulaic content shared across tradi-
tions. Animam meam dilectam has both divergences and commonalities of formulaic
content. The Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic versions share the very broad tenden-
cies in text pacing that characterise responsories in both traditions: most syllables
have between one and five notes at the opening and middle of a phrase. At the ends
of phrases, the pacing often (but not always) slows. The distribution of standard caden-
tial material over the last one to five syllables varies according to the specific cadential
formula. As a result, the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic melodies often differ in

Table 5. Types of relationship between Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman responsories

Same or similar texts only Similarities in notes-per-syllable only
Similarities in contour and
notes-per-syllable

Induta Aspiciebam Egredietur
Tradiderunt Omnes amici Hic qui advenit
Scio domine Ecce dominus veniet Famulo meo (opening only)
Vir iste Sanctificamini hodie Contumelias
Misit dominus Bethleem civitas
Viri impii Animam meam dilectam
Deus Israhel Me oportet
Facta est lingua Conclusit
Oranti/Orantibus
Salus nostra

43 https://colorado.academia.edu/RebeccaMaloy
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melismatic density at these points. In Animam meam dilectam, this can be illustrated at
‘posuerunt me in deserto solitudinis’ (Examples 5a and 5b). In addition to the contour,
indicated with NSHLUD, we have shown the number of notes per syllable on each
word in the bottom two rows. In most of the passage, the two versions are similar
in density (at the points indicated by boldface). Each version divides this sentence
into two short phrases, with a cadential melisma on ‘me’. At the end of the complete
sentence, however, the twoversions use different cadence types, resulting in a different
density on ‘solitudinis’. In the Old Hispanic version, the neume on the penultimate syl-
lable, followed by a single, lower-placed note, functions in the repertory as a short,

Example 5a. Animam meam dilectam, passage 1, ‘posuerunt me in deserto solitudinis’, Franco-Roman
(Rome, Biblioteca Vallicelliana, C5, fol. 141v).

Example 5b. Animam meam dilectam, passage 1, ‘posuerunt me in deserto solitudinis’, contour and
density (Old Hispanic neumes from León 8, fol. 146r). (colour online)
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non-melismatic cadence.44 The Franco-Roman cadence, also standard, has far more
notes per syllable. Given this formulaic content, each versionwould have sounded typ-
ical to practitioners within each tradition. Despite the use of different cadence types,
however, both settings of this text place a cadential melisma on ‘me’, when the
whole sentence could have been treated as one phrase. This form of rhetorical empha-
sis on ‘me’ permeates the Old Hispanic Lenten chants across genres.45 Was this choice
made independently in each tradition, or does it suggest that they are distant descen-
dants of a common ancestor?

We can think through these two possibilities as we consider other parts of the
chant. The complete chant (not shown in the example) divides into ten verbal clauses
that are marked with cadences in both traditions.46 Most of these phrases, like the pas-
sage just examined, have different cadence types in the two versions, with resulting
differences in melodic density and contour. When the two versions do use similar
cadences at the end of the chant, however, they show similarities both in density
and in contour. This can be illustrated in the passage shown in Examples 5c and 5d,
where the contour and density parallels are highlighted in boldface. The cadences
on ‘cognosceret/agnoceret’ and ‘bene’ are both very standard within each tradition
and have similarities in contour. The Franco-Roman version is also typical tonally
on ‘agnosceret’, since D is the most common goal for a penultimate cadence in
eighth-mode responsories.47 It is true that the exact contours of these cadences can
vary among manuscripts within each tradition: standard cadences in the
Franco-Roman responsories can be replaced with others, and in the Old Hispanic mel-
odies, cadential contours can vary according to regional preferences.48 What this
example shows is that similar contours fall within the range of cadential possibilities
in both Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman chant. Animam meam’s absence in the Old
Roman tradition and its limited circulation in early Franco-Roman manuscripts ren-
ders a Roman origin unlikely. It is more probable that the Frankish liturgists borrowed
this chant either from Iberia or Gaul. The points of commonality between the two ver-
sions, then, may reflect vestiges of a common melodic ancestor that underwent sub-
stantial changes in a process of stylistic assimilation.49

This commonality of formulaic contentmay be observed amongmanyof the chants
in Table 5, cols. 2 and 3. These passages confirm that the Franco-Roman and Old
Hispanic melodies shared aspects of melodic vocabulary and that some melodies

44 Maloy, Songs of Sacrifice, 110–11.
45 Hornby and Maloy, Music and Meaning, 36, 80, 100, 161, 167.
46 The complete chant is shown in an online supplement to this article at https://colorado.academia.edu/

RebeccaMaloy.
47 Helsen, ‘Great Responsories’, 254. ‘Et faceret’ uses the formula labelled G48 in Holman, ‘Responsoria

Prolixa’, 446. The material leading up to this does not appear among Holman’s most common D formu-
las for mode 8, but the cadence itself is recognisable as typically Franco-Roman.

48 HornbyandMaloy, ‘MelodicDialects’, 37–72. On the second syllable of ‘agnosceret’, some Franco-Roman
manuscripts fill in intervals with the contour variant NHHLLL.

49 For example, themelodic repetition in the Franco-Roman version at ‘solitudinis’ and ‘terra’ is notmatched
in the Old Hispanic melody. The Old Hispanic melody has a very standard cadential neume combina-
tion near the beginning of the chant, at ‘dilectam’. There is no corresponding cadence in the
Franco-Roman version.
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may descend from a common ancestor. Contumelias exhibits these characteristics most
consistently. The Old Hispanic version is preserved only in the Tradition Bmanuscript
Madrid 10.110. Although we know far less about the typical cadential neume patterns
in Tradition B,50 nearly all of themajor text divisions have neume combinations that are
plausibly cadential, based on tradition A.51 The Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic

Example 5c. Animam meam dilectam, passage 2, end of the chant, Franco-Roman (Rome, Biblioteca
Vallicelliana, C5, fol. 141v).

Example 5d. Animam meam dilectam, passage 2, end of the chant, contour and density (Old Hispanic
neumes from León 8, fol. 146r). (colour online)

50 This is partly because of the limited amount of material preserved in Tradition B. On its cadences, see
Maloy, Songs of Sacrifice, 227–35, and Rojo Carillo, Text, Liturgy and Music, 250–69.

51 The exception is ‘decipiamus eum’, which ends with the NHLL neume. Coincidentally or not, it is also
irregular in BnF lat. 12044.
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versions have a similar melodic density inmany passages, and in some cases, these are
matched by common cadential contours. Each of these passages, shown in Examples
6c, 6d and 6e, culminates with a standard cadence in the Franco-Roman version, and
elements of its contour are shared in the corresponding Old Hispanic cadence (at ‘ab
eis’ in passage 1, ‘latus meum’ in passage 2, and ‘causam meam’ in passage 3). The con-
tour similarities sometimes extend to the non-formulaic material that precedes the
cadence, as at ‘custodiebant/custodientes’ (passage 2). We have included the Old
Roman version of passages 2 and 3 as an example of the types of relationships
found across the three traditions. While the Old Roman and Franco-Roman versions
show the expected broad similarity of mode, emphasised pitches, and overall goal
tones, the Old Roman melody is typically ornate. The Franco-Roman more closely
matches the melodic density of the Old Hispanic.52 Contour similarities between all
three versions, however, are evident in the final cadence (Example 6e).

A commonality in formulaic content between the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic
versions may be observed in three additional responsories, including Famulo meo, Ecce

Example 6a. Contumelias, Franco-Roman, Pa 12044 (from Helsen, Great Responsories, appendix, 142).

52 For a full comparison of the three passages with the Old Roman versions, see the supplement to this
article at https://colorado.academia.edu/RebeccaMaloy.
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Example 6b. Contumelias, Old Roman, passages 2 and 3 (Rome, BAV, San Pietro B79, fol. 92r).

Example 6c. Contumelias, passage 1, opening and cadence of phrase 1, contour and density (Old
Hispanic neumes from Madrid 10.110, fol. 67r). (colour online)
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dominus veniet andMe oportet.AlthoughMe oportet and Famulo meo exhibit density and
contour similarities mostly in their opening passages, these parallels are noteworthy
because the two Franco-Roman responsories use standard type melodies.53 At the
opening of Famulo meo, shown in Example 7, the two versions have a similar melisma
on ‘meo’. As noted previously,Me oportet and Famulo meo appear to have been added to
the Old Hispanic rite between the eighth and tenth centuries, and, for this reason, may
well have been borrowed from the Franco-Roman tradition.

Thus far, we have shown that the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic traditions have
some closely related formulaic content, sometimes used at the same points in their set-
tings of the same text. While it is possible that they do so coincidentally, it is more

Example 6d. Contumelias, passage 2, ‘Qui/et custodiebant/custodientes …’, contour and density (Old
Hispanic neumes from Madrid 10.110, fol. 67r). (colour online)

53 The opening passages of Me oportet may be compared in the supplement to this article at https://
colorado.academia.edu/RebeccaMaloy.
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Example 6e. Contumelias, passage 3, final cadence, contour and density (Old Hispanic neumes from
Madrid 10.110, fol. 67r). (colour online)

Example 7a. Famulo meo, Franco-Roman, opening passage (Einsiedeln, Kloster Einsiedeln –
Musikbibliothek 611, fol. 27r).

Example 7b. Famulo meo, opening passage, contour and density (Old Hispanic neumes from León 8,
fol. 246v). (colour online)
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probable that these parallels indicate common melodic ancestors, traces of which are
preserved in each version. As we have seen, differences between the two traditions
can also coincide with standard material, indicating that the melodies underwent
assimilations to customary ways of singing within each tradition. In some responso-
ries, however, the parallels between the two traditions coincide with both formulaic
and non-formulaic material. Bethleem civitas (Example 8) shows evidence of a common
ancestry for the Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman melodies both in density and in
contour. Although the density diverges in a few places (‘Bethleem’, ‘exiet/prodiet’ and
‘eternitatis’), the parallels may be observed in much of the chant. Much of the

Example 8a. Bethleem civitas, Franco-Roman (Rome, BAV VS. C5, fol. 1v).
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Example 8b. Bethleem civitas, Old Roman (Rome, BAV, San Pietro B79, fol. 12v).
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Example 8c. Bethleem civitas, transcriptions of Old Hispanic, Franco-Roman and Old Roman versions
(Old Hispanic neumes from León 8, fol. 58v). (colour online)
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Franco-Roman melody is non-formulaic,54 and many of its contour similarities with
the Old Hispanic coincide with formulas (‘summi’ and ‘egressus eius’). Both versions,
moreover, have exact repetition, a structural parallel perhaps further suggesting com-
mon origins. At ‘in principio’, each version repeatsmaterial heard previously (at ‘eius’ in
the Franco-Roman version and ‘Israhel’ in the Old Hispanic). Many of these affinities in

Example 8c. Continued.

54 Frere considers the Sarum version to be ‘individual’. Holman finds formulas in the Worcester 160 ver-
sion at the cadences on ‘sumus’, ‘et te exiet’, ‘eternitatis’, ‘in principio’ and ‘universa terra’. Worcester 160 is
very much like the other versions except for the melisma near the end, on ‘nostrum’.
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density are shared by the Old Roman version, but it displays typical ornate tendencies
in other passages (‘Israhel’, ‘in terram nostrum’). While it is typical to find a long
melisma near the end of a responsory in all three traditions, all three versions place
it on the last syllable of ‘nostra’, perhaps further evidence of their common ancestry.
Exceptionally, however, the Old Roman version shows a contour similarity to the

Example 8c. Continued.
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Old Hispanic melody at ‘dierum’ that is not matched in the Franco-Roman version. It is
unclear whether the correspondences between the Old Hispanic and Old Roman ver-
sions are strong enough to posit a different direction of flow for this responsory (Iberia,
Rome, Francia?), a possibility to be discussed in the conclusions. What seems clear is
that melodies (not just texts) were transmitted between the Frankish or Roman sphere
and the Iberian Peninsula. This may also be plausible in cases where both versions use
formulas outside their expected contexts.55

Example 8c. Continued.

Example 9a. Hic qui advenit, Pa 12044, fol. 22r.

55 In Egredietur dominus de Samaria, for example, all three versions place a melisma between ‘aquas’ and its
genitive ‘redemptionis/egressionis Iudae’ where the verbal sense would not ordinarily call for a cadence.
This melody may be examined in the supplement to this article found at the supplement to this article
at https://colorado.academia.edu/RebeccaMaloy. The unusual choice of melisma placement and sim-
ilarities in density imply a common origin for these settings of the text.
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In Hic qui advenit (Example 9), contour parallels between the Franco-Roman and Old
Hispanic versions may be observed among both non-formulaic passages and standard
cadences. For example, at ‘ipse solus’ (passage 1), we find the contour N/LHLH on the
penultimate syllable. In both melodic traditions, this cadential contour often precedes
thefinal syllable. The twomelodies also share contours and density at the passage on ‘ves-
tem praeclaram et omnis’ (passage 2). While the similarities between the two versions, par-
ticularly in passages that are non-formulaic, suggest that the Franco-Roman and Old
Hispanic melodies descend from a common ancestor, it is likely that both versions
have been assimilated to familiar styles and ways of singing. For example, at the opening
of the chant (not shown in the example), the Old Hispanic melody employs a very

Example 9b. Hic qui advenit, passage 1, contour and density (Old Hispanic neumes from León 8,
fol. 80r). (colour online)

Example 9c. Hic qui advenit, passage 2, contour and density (Old Hispanic neumes from León 8,
fol. 80r). (colour online)
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standard cadential neume combination (NS-NHLH) at ‘advenit’, reflecting a typical ten-
dency to break the text into small units. The corresponding passage in the
Franco-Romanmelody lacks a recognisable cadence here.56 Thus,we canposit that certain
processes of melodic change took place in each tradition.

Conclusions

Having identified and examined hitherto unknown examples of liturgical andmusical
exchange between the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic traditions, we can now turn to
their implications. These responsories demonstrate that more exchange of chant reper-
tory between the Iberian and Roman or Frankish spheres took place than previously
recognised. This exchange involvedmelodies as well as texts, and it took place through
different routes and at different times.

Many questions remain. Can we determine the origins of specific responsories and
directions of exchange? The multifaceted relationship between the Iberian Peninsula
and pre-Carolingian Gaul makes answers elusive. In considering liturgical elements
shared by more than one tradition, musicologists have tended to favour Gallican
origin, whereas liturgical studies have often seen Iberia as the lender rather than the
borrower.57 Famously, elements of the Old Hispanic rite appear in the Irish liturgy,
in Gallican sources such as the Bobbio Missal and in putatively Roman books such
as the Old Gelasian sacramentary. Contrasting theories have been proposed to account
for their circulation. Direct exchange of liturgical materials between Gaul and the
Iberian Peninsula is conceivable in both directions, over a wide chronological span.
Septimania (Narbonnaise Gaul) was part of the Visigothic kingdom from 462, and
the remnants of its liturgy showmany parallels to the Old Hispanic rite.58 But scholars
have also posited an indirect transmission of Old Hispanic liturgical elements, to
Ireland and then to Gaul, via the Irishmonkswho settled there.59While these liturgical
trade routes provide contexts intowhich our shared chants may fit, they offer no secure

56 The formulaic content is analysed in Helsen, Great Responsories, appendix ‘Responsories of Pa 12044 in
MS Order’, 32.

57 See especially Edmund Bishop’s influential ‘Spanish Symptoms’, Journal of Theological Studies, 8 (1907),
278–95.

58 Inter alia, Mathieu Smyth, ‘Répertoire romano-franc and chant “gallican” dans la recherche contempo-
raine’, Miscellània Litúrgica Catalana, 10 (2000), 15–45.

59 Inter alia, J.N. Hillgarth, ‘Visigothic Spain and Early Christian Ireland’, Proceedings of the Royal Irish
Academy: Archaeology, Culture, History, Literature, 62 (1961), 167–94; Joseph A. Crehan, ‘The Liturgical
Trade Route: East to West’, Studies: An Irish Quarterly Review, 65 (1975), 87–99; Michael Curran, The
Antiphonary of Bangor and the Early Irish Monastic Liturgy (Dublin, 1984). On the recent re-dating of
Irish manuscripts and their implications for this transmission, Marina Smyth, ‘Isidorian Texts in
Seventh-Century Ireland’, in Isidore of Seville and His Reception in the Early Middle Ages: Transmitting
and Transforming Knowledge, ed. Andrew Fear and Jamie Wood (Amsterdam, 2016), 111–30. Exchange,
however, could go in a variety of directions, making origins elusive. For example, Peter Jeffery proposes
an Irish origin for the Bobbio Missal, a Gallican book that shares some elements with the Old Hispanic
rite, in ‘Eastern and Western Elements in the Irish Monastic Prayer of the Hours’, in The Divine Office in
the LatinMiddle Ages: Methodology, Source Studies, Regional Developments, Hagiography, ed. Margot Fassler
and Rebecca Baltzer (New York, 2000), 99–143. By contrast, Yitzhak Hen, ‘The Nature and Character of
the Early Irish Liturgy’, in L’Irlanda e gli irlandesi nell’alto medioevo: Spoleto, 16–21 aprile 2009 (Spoleto,
2010), 353–80, sees the Irish liturgy – and that of the Stowe Missal in particular – as essentially Gallican.
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answers about the origins of the specific responsories examined here, or routes of bor-
rowing. As Louis Brou noted long ago, all liturgies have diverse influences and
‘symptoms’.60

There are suggestive points of contact between Iberia and Rome. Although the
Suevic Kingdom in Gallaecia adopted a blend of Roman and Eastern practices in
late antiquity, there is little direct evidence that the Visigothic bishops adopted
Roman liturgical practice. Leander of Seville nonetheless developed a friendship
with Gregory the Great during his exile in Byzantium, resulting in Gregory’s dedica-
tion of Moralia in Job to Leander.61 Their relationship hints at a mutual awareness of
Roman and Iberian liturgical practices in the Visigothic kingdom.62 In the late 640s
or early 650s, Taio of Saragossa travelled to Rome to procure copies of Gregory’s
works that were unavailable in Iberia.63 This visit may have coincided with the
Lateran Council of 649 that established Mary’s perpetual virginity. This, in turn,
seems to have provided an impetus for the institution of the Old Hispanic Marian fes-
tival just a few years later (in 656),64 the occasion for one of our responsories, Bethleem
civitas. Could these contacts with Rome have resulted in the borrowing of this and
other chants?

As the occasion for a large-scale revision of the chant repertory, the Carolingian
liturgical reforms of the eighth and ninth centuries provided opportunities both for
the retention of Gallican chants and for contact with the northern Iberian Christian
kingdoms. Carolingian influence permeated the Iberian Peninsula in the ninth century,
not only in the Catalan regions that adopted the Franco-Roman liturgy but also in the
Kingdom of León, where the Old Hispanic liturgy continued. Communities of
Visigothic refugees settled in southern France, and Visigoths such as Theodulf of
Orleans, Agobard of Lyon and Benedict of Aniane assumed powerful roles in
Carolingian hierarchy.65 These connections provided opportunities for liturgical
exchange in both directions, and some of our chants can be hypothetically fittedwithin
this context.

Consistent with Ferreira’s assessment ofConclusit, we see an Iberian origin as being
plausible for many of the Lenten and Holy Week responsories, though a Gallican

60 Louis Brou, ‘Encore les “Spanish Symptoms” et leur contre-partie’, Hispania sacra, 7 (1954), 467–85.
61 Most recently, Jamie Wood, ‘A Family Affair’, in Isidore of Seville and His Reception in the Early Middle

Ages, ed. Andrew Fear and Jamie Wood (Amsterdam, 2016), 31–56.
62 Don M. Randel, ‘Leander, Isidore, and Gregory’, Journal of Musicology, 36 (2019), 498–522.
63 Wood, ‘A Family Affair’.
64 Kati Ihnat, ‘Orígenes y desarrollo de la fiesta litúrgica de la Virgen María en Iberia’, Anuario de Estudios

Medievales, 49 (2019), 619–43.
65 Inter alia, Pierre Riché, ‘Les réfugiés wisigoths dans la monde carolingienne, in L’Europe héritière de

l’Espagne wisigothique: Colloque international du C.N.R.S. tenu à la Fondation Singer-Polignac (Paris, 14–16
mai 1990), ed. Jacques Fontaine andChristine Pellistrandi (Madrid, 1992), 177–84;Michel Gros, ‘Leswisi-
goths et les liturgies occidentales’, in L’Europe héritière de l’Espagne wisigothique, ed. J. Fontaine and Ch.
Pellistrandi (Madrid, 1992), 125–35; and Roger Reynolds, ‘The Visigothic Liturgy in the Realm of
Charlemagne’, in Studies on Medieval Liturgical and Legal Manuscripts from Spain and Italy (Farnham,
2009), 919–45. On Theodulf’s knowledge and citation of the Old Hispanic liturgy, see Ann Freeman,
‘Theodulf of Orléans and the Psalm Citations of the “Libri Carolini”,’ Revue Bénédictine, 97 (1987),
195–224.
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origin cannot be ruled out. As noted earlier, some of these chants are not present in the
Old Roman manuscripts. Like Conclusit, several of them have shorter texts in the
Franco-Roman tradition, presumably to conform to the length of a more typical
Franco-Roman responsory. The lack of a typical periodic melodic structure among
some of the Franco-Roman versions (such as Induta and Contumelias) also perhaps
hints at a ‘foreign’ origin. A further circumstantial factor in favour of Iberian origin
is the length and centonisation of these texts, typical of Old Hispanic Passiontide
responsories. Finally, we have noted that the Franco-Roman melodies sometimes
link more closely to the Old Hispanic versions than to the Old Roman ones, perhaps
a further hint of non-Roman origin.

Another group of our chants (Sanctificami hodie,Me oportet, Famulo meo, Vir iste and
Oranti/Orantibus) are seemingly later additions to the Old Hispanic liturgy, made
between the eighth-century Verona orational and the tenth-century León antiphoner.
These responsories may well be of Carolingian (or ultimately, Roman) origin. Some of
them, such as Famulo and Orantibus, have a limited circulation in the earliest
Franco-Roman manuscripts. Orantibus is also absent in the Old Roman manuscripts,
raising the possibility that it is a Carolingian accrual to the Franco-Roman repertory.
This case is perhaps strengthened by its melodic and modal instability. Given the
absence of these chants in the core layer of the Old Hispanic repertory, a transmission
from Francia to Iberia is possible, though therewere opportunities for exchange in both
directions.

The responsories examined here can also shed light on the nature of early medieval
chant transmission, outside the Roman and Frankish contexts in which the question is
normally considered. The transmission of these chants was varied, sometimes involv-
ing texts (or partial texts) only, and sometimes including melodies. For many of the
chants under consideration, both versions are first witnessed in early, unnotated
manuscripts, suggesting that the melodies were transmitted without notation. This
may be why they were assimilated to the style and formulaic content of the receiving
tradition. With the exception of Conclusit (in Ferreira’s reconstruction), the
Franco-Roman versions of these chants sound much like other Franco-Roman respon-
sories on a moment-by-moment basis. As the melodies diverged from their common
roots, they came to use elements that were typical of each tradition, which speaks to
the power of habit. In the Franco-Roman tradition, the responsory formulas that per-
meated the night office became the ‘path of least resistance’ in setting long, centonised
texts and reaching cadential goal tones. Given the frequency of standard cadential
neume patterns in the Old Hispanic versions, we might posit a similar process of
change in Iberia.

Stylistic assimilation, however, is only part of the story. Common melodic material
may well have been shared across the Franco-Roman and Old Hispanic traditions,
which exhibit some of the same cadential contours and text-setting strategies. In
melodic density, the Franco-Roman melodies are often closer to the Old Hispanic ver-
sions than to the Old Roman ones. Were Old Hispanic and Franco-Roman chant, then,
not all that different to begin with? In certain stylistic respects, perhaps. Yet the
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Franco-Roman responsories do share many of their standard elements with their Old
Roman counterparts, asHelsen, Paul Cutter and László Dobszay have demonstrated.66

Although the Old Roman formulas often proceed to different cadential pitches, result-
ing in different ‘roadmaps’, many standard elements are analogous.67 Helsen’s find-
ings are consistent with the traditional view that Franco-Roman and Old Roman
responsories have common Roman roots. Our comparisons, in fact, have shown that
certain cadential contours could be shared among all three chant traditions:
Franco-Roman, Old Hispanic and Old Roman. These commonalities of melodic lan-
guage may well have facilitated the exchange and assimilation of chant melodies
across liturgical traditions. Additional chants shared by these two liturgical traditions
remain to be discovered, and they promise to stimulate further reflection on the devel-
opment of repertories, oral transmission, the proportion of Frankish and Roman con-
tributions to the repertory, and other questions that have long occupied us.

66 Paul F. Cutter, ‘The Old-Roman Responsories ofMode 2’, Ph.D. diss., Princeton University (1969); idem,
‘Die altrömischen und gregorianischen Responsorien im zweiten modus’, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch,
54 (1970), 33–40; László Dobszay et al., ‘G-mode Responsories in Old Roman Chant’, IMS Study Group
Cantus Planus: Papers Read at the 9thMeeting, Esztergom andVisegrád, 1998, ed. LászlóDobszay (Budapest,
2001), 339–85; Kate Helsen, ‘The Stream or the Source? Comparing Gregorian and Old Roman
Responsories’, in Cantus Planus: Papers Read at the 15th Meeting of the IMS Study Group, Dobogókő,
Hungary, 2009, ed. Barbara Haagh et al. (Lions Bay, 2013), 1: 93–108. Maiani, ‘Readings and
Responsories’, 259–62, finds this correspondence particularly among the psalmic responsories.

67 Helsen, ‘The Stream or the Source?’.
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